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Sign In. Join as a Pro. Send a Houzz Gift Card! Outdoor Lounge Furniture. Free Shipping.
Bestselling Outdoor Furniture. Outdoor Rugs and Doormats. Outdoor Dining Furniture. What
are you working on? Start a discussion New to Houzz? Sign Up to get your own personalized
feed Sign Up. Prev Next. United States. United States All. Fig Forum This forum is for the
discussion of figs, those plants of the genus Ficus. Figs in COLD climates. Posted by fawnhall
August 10, Figs. Large fiddle leaf fig started dropping lower leaves. Posted by dieseler February
16, Figs. What is a good potting mix for Fig Cuttings? Posted by jojosplants December 7, Figs
Garden. Posted by garbagequeen January 16, Figs. Pruning a Column FLF. Help me save this 40
year old ficus benjamina! Posted by bjs January 28, Figs. Pruning a leggy FLF - against all odds.
What kind of ficus is this? House Plants. FLF Advice Needed. Is Root pruning for Fig trees a
good idea or not? Posted by nkesh March 4, Figs. How to care for Fig trees in pots over the
winter. Posted by Dimass September 19, Figs. Here's what to do with unripe figs. Posted by
bonsaist November 12, Figs. Did you wrap your in ground fig tree for the winter? Posted by
Meyermike Zone 6a Ma. December 6, Figs. What is chewing on my fig branches? Posted by
eukofios January 5, Figs. Fiddle Leaf Fig. Cracks in mission fig tree bark. Posted by
gardenkeyboard April 9, Figs. There goes my figs How about yours? Perfect apartment but
northern exposure.. Please help! Iranian Mountain Figs. Posted by figarone August 12, Figs.
Fiddle leaf discoloration. Got a new fiddle-leaf fig, something going on with it, unsure of cause.
Planting Figs in ground zone 5 Ohio. How should I prune Alii? Posted by leviu February 22,
Figs. Thank You! Collapse Announcement Collapse No announcement yet. I'm in Southern
California, my first post! Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot password
or user name? Figs and fig trees, fig propagation, fig varieties, zone specific fig types, fig
trading; our members beginners thru experienced collectors communicate with and are
supported by our expert fig hobbyists and professional fig growers alike. Join us as we discuss
our passions in an open, friendly forum. Page of 1. On Off. Filtered by:. Previous template Next.
Page of Descending Ascending. Previous 1 2 11 51 template Next. Sticky: On forum sales rules.
Started by WillsC , , AM. Started by OurFigs , , AM. Horse Manure for potting mix by Michael.
Started by Michael , Today, AM. New to the forum. Started by Philtopia , , PM. Please share your
rooting here by Tony Started by Tony , , PM. Am I underwatering my rooted cuttings? Common
Fig Variety Creation by Figfalcon. Started by Figfalcon , Yesterday, PM. Marabout fig by Alastair.
Started by Alastair , Yesterday, PM. Rooting in coco coir dialing it in by Sagi. Started by Sagi , ,
PM. Got new shears by greenfig. Started by greenfig , Yesterday, PM. Fig Cutting Survey by
Johnson1. Started by Johnson1 , , PM. Started by persianmd2orchard , , PM. Grafting as a
fall-back? Started by davej , Yesterday, PM. Started by TorontoJoe , , PM. Simple way to grow
figs by The Fig Hunter. Fig rooting three ways by MTartal Started by MTartal25 , , PM.
DrDraconian's fig cutting sale by DrDraconian. Started by DrDraconian , , PM. Started by tom , ,
PM. Started by Perkolator , Yesterday, PM. Vista by lukeott. Started by lukeott , , AM. Words of
support by Mihail Germanovich. Mulch by FloraFig. Started by FloraFig , , PM. Paradiso from
Harvey Question and some new fig pics by Evdurtschi. Started by Evdurtschi , , PM. Started by
Drew , , PM. Mark This Channel Read. Page of 0. What's Going On. There are currently users
online. Most users ever online was 3, at PM on Welcome to our newest member,
HopeGrowsGardens. Last Post: Bari. All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel. Last Post by
cybercop Today, AM. Got new shears by greenfig Started by greenfig , Yesterday, PM. Last Post
by verifine Yesterday, PM. Vista by lukeott Started by lukeott , , AM. Last Post by lukeott
Yesterday, PM. Last Post by aaron Yesterday, AM. Bari by Rewton , PM. A forum for
constructive criticism regarding painting an sculpting. No fighting, be Honest and Helpful! To
post your works in here you must be able to handle the criticism. Figure News Got some figure
news? Special announcements relating to the miniature world? Post it here Discussions: 16,
Messages: , Latest: Bust Mm. Walter Von Nap , Feb 24, at AM. All members are encouraged to
enter and vote. FOTM Winners onwards. FOTM Archives. General Figure Talk General
discussion of miniatures and miniature related topics Discussions: 10, Messages: 87, Latest:
Legio Patria Nostra. Mirofsoft , Feb 24, at AM. Welcome aboard Introduce yourself and say hello.
Tell us as much or as little about yourself as you please. We would love to get to know you!
Discussions: 1, Messages: 11, Latest: Thank you for adding me. IvorD , Feb 23, at PM. Lounge
Miscellaneous and off-topic conversations go here. Be tasteful, rules apply here: e.
Discussions: 2, Messages: 33, Latest: unnoticed departure Bryan Chris Oldfield , Feb 24, at AM.
Discussions: 6 Messages: Latest: Marc Yablon chippy , Feb 6, Schools of Miniaturistry. Larsen
E. Whipsnade , Feb 24, at AM. Display completed figures, dioramas, past and present in this
forum. Discussions: 6, Messages: 77, Latest: 'Blithy', West Front, The ErGide72 , Feb 24, at AM.
Painting Techniques All things relating to the art of figure painting, acrylic and oils, tips and
techniques. Sculpting Everything related to the art of figure sculpture. Tips and techniques,
tools, mediums, anatomy, drapery and scratch-building. Discussions: 5, Messages: 63, Latest:

Snail in danger : fogie , Feb 23, at AM. Groundwork How to realise groundworks, the process,
technical information, and products used. Discussions: 21 Messages: Digis - Digital Miniatures
3D Modeling There's minis now there's "digis" this forum is dedicated to the creation and
design of 3D digital sculpting and rendering. Discussions: Messages: 4, Just starting For
members who are just starting out with Figures and are looking for some guidance and some
member to member help. Discussions: Messages: 7, Latest: A newbie "oils vs acrylics" George ,
Feb 21, at PM. Brutal Honesty - Critique Center A forum for constructive criticism regarding
painting an sculpting. Reviews , Video Reviews and Open Book Member reviewed commercial
products and open box display of commercial castings. PlanetFigure does not make any
recommendation or endorsement as to any service or product. Views and opinions expressed
are not representative of the site or its owners. Discussions: 2, Messages: 19, Scott Sheltz , Feb
21, at PM. Discussions: 78 Messages: Latest: Godhand Tools Airkid , Feb 17, Discussions: 1,
Messages: 7, Part 1, 2 - Index Page. Figure Shows, Workshops and Events Figure shows,
workshops and events go here and will be added to the calendar of events. Discussions:
Messages: 8, Latest: Plymouth Model Show PlanetFigure is not responsible for any market
content. Commission requests for sculpting or painting, post here. Discussions: 5, Messages:
24, Latest: Clear out sale brian , Feb 24, at AM. Discussions: Messages: 1, Friends of
planetFigure Threads here are collected from members blogs around the world. Posts made on
your personal blog outside of planetFigure will automatically post here. Contact us if you would
like your blog included. Discussions: 8, Messages: 11, Latest: Samson and Delilah by Peter
Uniform Reference The aim of the Uniform Reference Section is to share photographic images,
or movie clips believed to be authentic items of actual uniforms or equipment only. Dark Ages
Vikings etc. Roman, Greek Egyptian. English Civil War. Marlborough Era. Seven Years War
Native Americans. American War Independence Napoleonic War. British Victorian. Colonial
Troops. Crimean War. American Civil War. Austro-Hungarian Empire. German Empire. Imperial
Russian Empire. New Zealand. Ottoman Empire. South Africa. United Kingdom. United States.
Soviet Union. Latest: Excellent reference for Nap , Feb 19, at AM. We have Rules! We are sorry
but we have to have them because there are just some people out there that are just plain rude
and have tendencies toward bulling behavior. Last post by LouisianaMojo in Posting of pictures
on We are looking for fig enthusiasts or groups around the world to help us circulate our fig
giveaways. We are trying to make it fair for all our members all around the world to enter and
win free fig trees and fig cuttings. But with custom laws and regulations this is not possible so
we're looking for partners to get involved so if you're interested please contact a moderator or
the administrator. Welcome come on in and take a look around you may notice that you're not
able to see any photos in the postings. This is for security and copyright reasons we believe in
protecting our members and copyrights. As a member you're able to view all photos and all
postings and you'll be able to view all photos in our upcoming gallery. So come aboard and join
up. Last post by BobbyCollins in Re: A little update from Yes we are given a free fig tree every
month to SFF members. See rules and how to enter to win. Last post by Mdmgrand in Re: Lots
and lots of fre To enter all drawings you must have your profile filled out with your states and
countries entered and a valid email address. Winners will be picked at random and notified by
email along with being posted here on the Southern figs forum. You can talk about anything to
do with figs or ask about figs or just show off your fig trees to all. You Must be Nice to all
members that post. Last post by AtlantaFig in Re: New contest for the Last post by taylorbk in
Re: Southern figs hype g Last post by Jtv in Re: Controlling mice aro Last post by
michelletaylor in Re: DC-7 Fig tree. You may have seen a toothpaste commercial or one of the
famous cooking shows of Emerald. Here you can display your best and top shelf fig. A standard
of Excellence for the best figs will receive this award. Last post by Rudy in Re: It may be wise to
ea Here in the South everybody has a backyard garden or flower garden. This is the place where
you can share your gardening tips maybe your prized roses or some of the other fruit trees.
Louisiana backyard scientist research and studies on fig breeding and other plants. This is a
place that our research facilities will post a little bit. This is not a place to ask 9, questions that
won't be answered! We will release information from our studies as time goes on and if you feel
you have something to contribute you may post here too! Users active in past minutes: Ferg ,
michelletaylor , Google 4. Most Online Today: Welcome, Guest. Please login or register. Forum
Rules. No New Posts Redirect Board. Forum Stats. Users Online. SMF 2. Rules We have Rules!
News Alert Agriculture concerns to Growers such as diseases harmful insects weeds and
chemicals. Partners of the world We are looking for fig enthusiasts or groups around the world
to help us circulate our fig giveaways. Visitors please read Welcome come on in and take a look
around you may notice that you're not able to see any photos in the postings. News News about
the Forum. Win a new fig tree every month Yes we are given a free fig tree every month to SFF
members. Rules to enter free fig trees and cuttings To enter all drawings you must have your

profile filled out with your states and countries entered and a valid email address. The Facts and
myths of Fig cutting sales Information concerning the facts of selling Fig cuttings and trees.
Welcome to Southern figs forum. Welcome Welcome to the Southern fig forum please take a
minute and introduce yourself. Lets Talk Figs You can talk about anything to do with figs or ask
about figs or just show off your fig trees to all. In the Eye of Hurricane Laura. New Board
Recovery and relief Help. Stories of the impact of Laura. Fig trees and cuttings List all your free
fig trees and cuttings that you're giving away here. Hype, Hype and more Fig Hype. The Hype
This is where we discuss overrated varieties and hype that's promoted by sellers. Fig Help You
need help with your fig tree post it here and wait for other to help! My Figs and Tree Pictures
You can post pictures of your Figs and your fig tree here to show them off to others. Fig
Recipes BAM! I didn't know Dat! Carnivorous Plants Fly traps. The Backyard Gardener. The
Backyard Gardener Here in the South everybody has a backyard garden or flower garden.
Gourmet Mushrooms Please share your photos of growing and harvesting of your Gourmet
mushrooms. Louisiana Backyard Scientist's. Louisiana Backyard Scientists and Research
Louisiana backyard scientist research and studies on fig breeding and other plants.
Sub-boards: Member Introductions! If you do this is the place! Moderator: Epic Z. Moderator:
Timgs. Moderator: King Richius. Moderator: Blair. Mattel, the official WWE figure and toy
producer. Moderators: JCF , Chicago. Sub-board: Mattel Suggestion Box. Moderator: stc
Moderators: John Zero , dylan. Sub-board: Jakks' Suggestion Board. Moderator: Ruby Fusion.
Moderator: LostHawk Moderators: John Zero , Da Handsome 1. Moderator: TotalDivaCustoms.
Snap a pic of your favorite wrestling figures in action and post them right here! Moderator:
Cass. This is the place to show off those incredible figure animations, and various other
wrestling animations! Moderator: Andeh. Sub-board: Stick Figure Animations. Moderator:
Self-Savior. Moderator: Stuart? Talk about the latest rumors and happenings of World Wrestling
Entertainment! Moderators: Patriot , marino Moderator: figurecollector. Moderator: The Natural
Eddy Valintino. Get Wrestling results and information before they're shown on TV! Moderator:
BSR. It's all about the backyard hardcore antics better known as Backyard Wrestling!
Moderator: The Architect Eldniw. Moderator: warriorlynx. Moderator: ICW. Moderator: PJ.
Moderator: Grumpyoldman. Moderator: sonstuds. Wrestling Figure Talk. Tell us or find out right
here! Moderator: Cass 2, 29, nWo 4 Life!! Mixed Martial Arts. Video Games. New Posts No New
Posts. WF Lounge - 6 Viewing Chill out and talk about almost anything! Locking threads by
gardinermitch Feb 16, GMT Graphics Design Show off and discuss all of your graphics,
banners, web design, etc. Sub-board: Graphics: Non-Design. TNA unreleased figure help?
Ringside Fest at Home ! Customs - 2 Viewing Show off your customized figures and
accessories. Wrestling Animations This is the place to show off those incredible figure
animations, and various other wrestling animations! Photoshopped Wrestling Figures Post
examples of how you would want your wrestling figures to look like! WF Figure Feds - Pics!
Moderators: Patriot , marino13 Sub-board: Classic Wrestling. Smackdown spoilers by rowdy
Oct 20, GMT Backyard Bouts - 1 Viewing It's all about the backyard hardcore antics better
known as Backyard Wrestling! New Show Sign Up: Superbrawl! Video Games: Wrestling - 2
Viewing Lay the smackdown on your favorite wrestling video games right here! Video Games:
General - 2 Viewing Discuss the world of current gen consoles and video games! New Posts. No
New Posts. Newest Member: asbabazi. Users Online 1 Staff, 41 Members, Guests. Our passions
are figs and their culture. There are thousands of varieties worldwide and many are discussed,
traded or available at Our Fig Forum below. Announcement Collapse No announcement yet.
Login or Sign Up. Logging in Remember me. Log in. Forgot password or user name? Figs and
Fig trees, fig propagation, fig varieties, zone specific fig types, fig trading; all supported by a
group of expert hobbyists and professional growers. Join us as we discuss our passions in an
open friendly forum.. Forums Latest Activity My Subscriptions. On Off. Filtered by:. Show More.
Last Post: Horse Manure for potting mix. Horse Manure for potting mix. ISO Sherbet Berry
cuttings. Last Post: Grafting Persimmons. Grafting Persimmons. What's Going On. There are
currently users online. Most users ever online was 3, at PM on Here's a question for the group.
Last year I used mostly organic compost from the county they make it from the branches they
pick up from us for directly Channel: Fig Forum. Reply to New to the forum. I'm in Southern
California, my first post! Welcome, great list of cuttings to start out. Good luck rooting!!
Comment on Electri-FIG-ation. Richard - I have more clones from that tree. Reply to Another
newbie in Southern California. Lots of good advice, those gophers are the devil Comment on
Grafting as a fall-back? TorontoJoe I have two Is in 7 gallon containers, after seeing your other
thread posted below I know what I am doing with 1 of them in the spring. Comment on Grosso
di Giuseppe. These tomatoes look incredible!!! OMG I'm scared to gamble with that one.
Comment on Tahitian Pomelo. Houston just endured an epic freeze. I dug up a young Sumo and
brought it inside to protect it. The tree started flowering like crazy!! Reply to Please share your

rooting here. I'm sharing my rooting results after first three weeks. Reply to Am I underwatering
my rooted cuttings? If you simply weigh one of your pots with the media you use you can keep
track of how many grams it is at the start and how many grams of water is lost Reply to
Common Fig Variety Creation. Hi and welcome to the forum. There are several discussions with
photos on the forum regarding hand pollination recently - a quick search should find Welcome
and congrats on the house purchase! In response to your comment about cutting the bottom of
the pot off while planting the rest is recommended Reply to Marabout fig. This variety is a
typical representative of the Smyrna type. There is no point in even commenting on this. In
Bulgaria, the markets are flooded with SdM Welcome to the forum. You can also try to stick the
dryer sheets into the gopher's holes. It worked for me in my small yard. Please join us at the
next Congrats on your home purchase and hopefully you got larger clipper trees to enjoy some
fruits soon. We are up north. I do the open pot thing in Comment on Grafting Persimmons. Just
a heads up, the Chocolate persimmon scions didn't come from me, I don't have that variety yet.
I assume you are referring to the local San Diego Comment on New to the forum. Thanks Andy!
Seems like you figured it out! Go to the top of the page, top left, click forums, then click fig
forums amog the options, then click new post and introduce Yes, I plan to do some grafting
soon. Still learning up on how best to do it. Especially topworking the mature trees. It is
intimidating thinking about Reply to Rooting in coco coir dialing it in. About four weeks now.
Opened the top today and added a sundew for gnat control. Seems to make a difference. I'm
spraying the leaves a few times a day You may only view thumbnails in this gallery. This gallery
has 1 photos. Ok, got it, thanks! I read that lime is a good soil amendment as well. Any thoughts
on that? Reply to Got new shears. Comment on Looking for a cutting of Campaniere. Thanks for
the heads up. I put in a few bids, but got skunked. Will try again! Channel: Trading. Reply to
Grafting Persimmons. DrDraconian its probably budding out because the bareroot tree came
from norcal or someplace very cold, so the temperature difference brings it out. Yeah, I need
those too. Thanks for the post. Comment on Fig Cutting Survey. Maybe more by the weekend. I
deliver a bunch to my Pugliese garden centre guy He hooks me up with other stuff. Talked with
a friend today - he believes major damage to his fruit and ornamentals. Maybe die back to the
ground level or even killed some established They should be wrapped in plastic, have the ends
waxed or other measures as a minimum to prevent moisture loss. Comment on Got new shears.
Pinch Poke you owe me a Coke! I also got a pair of Felco 8 to compare head to head - the ARS
are a replacement Reply to Fig Cutting Survey. Given that you don't know the exact condition of
the cuttings when they were shipped, there's always the possibility they left in questionable
condition, The cut looks amazing. Looks like a great purchase Priority, took less than a week to
get here. Kind of like an experiment now. I totally intended to start zero What do Here's an
article on how
2007 chevrolet avalanche owners manual
nissan 200sx 98
1967 mustang center console
to build your own gopher cages if you are in to that. That cup probably feels pretty light. You
will notice the difference after watering. Reply to Are you Jelly? I love these creative
combinations. Great in theory but dreadful in practice. Wasps here is not in all areas as the
county cuts down lots of the wild fig Persianmd2orchard, thanks for sharing your story. Living
in LA, this bit caught my eye more than your main point about the Iranian Candy Like Joe, zero,
and somehow blew past How did I know I had over ? The wife counted. When the wife takes the
time to count, and you Welcome Phil! Sound like you'll have your hands full with figs in no time!
Comment on Mulch. Oh yes, would be great because I totally missed that link. Thanks Blake!
They are awesome pruners though. I have 3 of them. Welcome, gophers can even take down a
more mature fig. No tmuvh you can do with th emature trees but be sure to protect the younger
ones while you c View All. All rights reserved. Yes No. OK Cancel.

